Technical Bulletin

DyeTechs 6200

DESCRIPTION
DYETECHS 6200 is a nonionic non-silicone defoaming agent formulated for use in jet dyeing machines, becks, package and finish baths. The product is highly recommended for jet and overflow machines with short liquor ratio or air stream technology.

BENEFITS
• Low Dosage Rate
• Very Economical
• Low Odor
• Highly Effective Defoamer
• Does Not Cause Dye Spots

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Chemical Nature Oil Based
Appearance White Liquid
Specific Gravity About 0.85
Water Solubility Dispersible
Solids About 100%

APPLICATION
DYETECHS 6200 is effective at low dosage rates. Normally 0.1 to 0.3% on the weight of goods is satisfactory to control foam.

HANDLING
Handle with care. See the Material Safety Data Sheet for details.

PACKAGING
DYETECHS 6200 is available in new plastic drums or totes.

STORAGE
DYETECHS 6200 should be stored in a cool, dry and well-ventilated area. Avoid freezing.

The information contained in this bulletin is to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate. This information is offered as a general guide to facilitate experimentation as to its suitability to the local plant environment, but neither an express or implied warrantee of merchantability of the above mentioned product for particular use. American Textile, LLC make no guarantee of results and assume no obligation or liability whatsoever in connection with this information. This information is neither a license to operate under, nor is it intended to suggest infringement of any patent rights.